Complex activation is more focal and concentrated to parenchymal tissue
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Introduction:
In functional magnetic resonance imaging, voxel time courses after "image reconstruction" are complex valued. Nearly all fMRI studies derive functional "activation" based on magnitude-only data time courses [1]. The phase time courses are usually discarded. Recently a magnitude activation from complex data model was introduced that did not loose activation power as the SNR decreased [2].

Model:
In a voxel, the observed complex-valued data can be described with the vector/matrix model

\[ y = [(X\beta \cos \theta)^\prime , (X\beta \sin \theta)^\prime ]^\prime + \eta, \quad \eta \sim N(0, \gamma^2 I_2n) \]

where the $2\times1$ vector $y=(y_1, y_2)^\prime$ is the $n\times1$ vector of observed real components stacked on the $n\times1$ vector of observed complex components, $X$ is the $n\times(q+1)$ design matrix, $\beta$ is the $(q+1)\times1$ vector of regression coefficients, $\theta$ is the $1\times1$ phase angle, and the vector $\eta=(\eta_1, \eta_2)^\prime$ is the $n\times1$ vector of real component errors stacked on the $n\times1$ vector of complex component errors. Functional activation is by testing voxelwise hypothesis such as

\[ H_0: \beta = \gamma vs. H_1: \beta \neq \gamma. \]

The likelihood is maximized under the unconstrained alternative and under the constrained null hypothesis to produce the below hat and tilde estimates respectively. The generalized likelihood ratio test statistic and Bonferroni thresholded [2].

\[ \hat{\theta} = \tan^{-1} \left\{ \frac{2 \hat{\beta}_k^\prime (X \hat{X}) \hat{\beta}_k / (\hat{\beta}_k^\prime (X \hat{X}) \hat{\beta}_k - \hat{\beta}_k^\prime \hat{\beta}_k) \right\} \]

\[ \hat{\beta} = \frac{\hat{\beta}_k (X \hat{X}) \hat{\beta}_k - \hat{\beta}_k^\prime \hat{\beta}_k}{\hat{\beta}_k^\prime (X \hat{X}) \hat{\beta}_k} \]

\[ \hat{\sigma}^2 = \left\{ \frac{1}{2n} \left[ (X \hat{\beta} \cos \hat{\theta}), (X \hat{\beta} \sin \hat{\theta}) \right] (X \hat{\beta} \cos \hat{\theta}), (X \hat{\beta} \sin \hat{\theta}) \right\} \]

\[ \hat{\beta}_k = (X \hat{X})^{-1} X \hat{y}_k \]

\[ \hat{\lambda} = \frac{1}{2n} (X \hat{X})^{-1} (1 + (X \hat{X})^{-1} ) \]

A zoomed in colored overlap map of above threshold voxels. Note that the complex data activation pattern is more localized with the complex data model than the magnitude-only data model.

Conclusion:
The magnitude-only data, phase-only data, and magnitude activation from complex data with a constant phase strongly biases against voxels with task related phase changes which was verified by additional simulations not shown. It was recently shown that voxels containing large vessels exhibit task related changes in both the magnitude and phase whereas voxels with small vessels such as parenchymal tissue only have task related changes such changes [4].
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In Fig. 1a) is the map from magnitude-only data, b) from phase-only data, c) from complex data, and d) a zoomed in colored overlap map of above threshold voxels. Note that the complex data activation pattern is more localized with the complex data model than the magnitude-only data model.

In Fig. 1d), voxels that are only above the threshold for the magnitude-only data model are red, only for the phase-only data model light blue, only for the complex data model orange, for the magnitude-only and phase-only data models pink, for the magnitude-only data and complex data models yellow, and for all three models green. There were no voxels that were above threshold for both the phase-only data model and the complex data model. It can be seen that the pink voxels with task related phase changes are below the threshold for the complex data model. A closer inspection of the red voxels reveals that they also exhibit task related phase changes. It can be concluded that the magnitude activation from complex data model with a constant phase strongly biases against voxels with task related phase changes which was verified by additional simulations not shown. It was recently shown that voxels containing large vessels exhibit task related changes in both the magnitude and phase whereas voxels with small vessels such as parenchymal tissue only have task related changes such changes [4].